Solution Sheet: Catapult as your Microsoft Cloud Services Partner

Why Choose Catapult as your
Microsoft Cloud Services Partner?
Why should you as a customer choose Catapult

designing a plan to ensure that the end-users are

Cloud Services versus all of the many other

thrilled with the choices made. This is no different

vendors and options out there? The same reason

with Cloud Services.

you choose to do business with your trusted
partners - experience, confidence, resources, and

Using our Office 365 Accelerate program as an

other client’s satisfaction.

example, we work with our clients to demonstrate
the full capabilities of the O365 suite, determine

Experience

what pieces fit their business through a solution
alignment workshop, and then provide options for

Catapult Systems is a 20 year old national

a pilot, a full O365 suite migration or an Exchange

company whose entire business is based on

online only migration. The most unique (and

delivering Microsoft-based solutions. In regards

fun!) part of our process is Countdown, which is

to Microsoft Cloud Services, we have been helping

our unique way to ensure user adoption. And we

clients deploy Office 365, CRM Online, Intune

always offer application managed services to our

and Windows Azure services since the first days

clients so they can be as hands-on or –off as they

Microsoft made these services available. At

want to be with their Office 365 solution.

Catapult, we have been working with these same
services for years in their on-premises form. In
fact, we’ve been named Microsoft’s World Wide

Microsoft

Partner of the Year for our work with SharePoint,

Our exceptional partnership with Microsoft brings

System Center, and .Net. Recognized for our

tremendous value to our clients in terms of first

unmatched competency, we understand how

rate support and problem resolution avenues that

best to integrate cloud services with your current

other firms are simply unable to offer. Catapult has

existing investment in on-premises products,

the ability to submit Office 365 support incidents

services and processes.

directly to third tier engineering support, allowing
our team to by-pass level 1 and level 2 support

Confidence

and directly interact with engineers on the Office
365 support team. This results in a higher level of

We have a proven process for conducting

support, quicker resolutions times and the ability

projects in partnership with our clients which

to have items escalated up the engineering chain

maps our client’s needs and opportunities to the

must faster if needed.

best technology solution for them, all the while
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Client Satisfaction

The Bottom Line

Our zealous commitment to giving exceptional

Choosing Catapult Systems as your Microsoft

experiences to our clients is so embedded into

Cloud Services Partner guarantees that you

our culture that we objectively measure client

will move to the cloud the right way, the first

satisfaction every day using the most researched

time. We know what we are doing, we realize

measure on the planet, the Net Promoter Score

that technology isn’t the hard part and that user

(NPS). Having delivered over 5,000 successful

adoption and transition is the key to success. Plus,

client engagements, we invite you to investigate

we will support you all the way.

what you might experience with Catapult Systems.
When would you like to start?

How can we help you?

1-800-528-6248 info@CatapultSystems.com
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